
 

 

Read It Write It Paint It Build It Research/Do it 

Read a poem in your head and 

then out loud.  What difference 

does it make? 

Write a story about a magical 

creature (include lots of detail 

and adventure!) 

Draw a picture of a house from 

memory.  Draw a picture from a 

photograph.  Note the 

differences in the pictures 

Design and build your own 

Science experiment to make a 

rainbow (think light, refraction 

and water)  

Complete a Science experiment 

– remember to make notes! 

 Read a poem by Roald Dahl – 

what do you like/dislike about 

it? 

Write a poem for an emotion.  

Try writing a range of poems – 

does anger work better as a 

haiku or a free verse? 

Using a grid, design a spot the 

difference (This is MUCH 

harder than it seems!) 

  Build a scene from a famous 

book/film – why did you choose 

this?   

  Take a survey on how people 

have felt over the last few 

weeks.  Create a chart to show 

this information (e.g. bar chart, 

pie chart etc.) 

 Read a story based on real-life 

events – did anything surprise 

you?  

Write a letter to your past self 

from ten weeks ago.  What 

would you tell yourself?  What 

advice would you give? 

Design your perfect school – 

what would it look like?  

Design and build a prototype of 

something which will help the 

planet  

 Think about the job you’d like 

to do when you are older.  

Research what you need to 

achieve this e.g. degree, 

experience etc. 

Topic: Cornwall 

 Read about the ways Cornish 

businesses are adapting to help 

social distancing 

 Write a persuasive piece of 

writing to encourage visitors to 

Cornwall in 2021 (you could 

complete this as a poster, a 

newspaper article or a blog) 

Paint the Cornish sea 

Create a sculpture inspired by 

Barbara Hepworth’s work from 

any material 

Research the life and work of 

Barbara Hepworth 

Read about the keepers at 

Paradise Park 

 Write a diary entry from the 

point of view of a Cornish 

seagull 

Design the perfect tourist 

attraction (think about where 

you like to go e.g. the beach, 

Flambards, Paradise Park, 

woodland) 

Build a diorama of Jubilee Pool  

Learn the words to Cornwall my 

Home (you can record your 

version of the song if you’d like 

to!) 
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